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Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and L be a linite- 
dimensional vector lattice. We shall study systems of linear inequalities of 
the form 
F(x,) 3 a,,, v E I, 
where b4YEI is an indexed set of elements of E and {o~)~~, is a 
corresponding set of elements of L. We obtain a consistency condition for 
the system and a duality theorem for a linear extremum problem with the 
system as constraints. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a real Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space, let E 
be the dual space of E and let R be the field of real numbers. Fan [2] 
studied systems of linear inequalities of the form 
.m,) B a,,, v E z, (1) 
where ~~~~~~~ is an indexed set of elements of E and (a,},, , is a 
corresponding set of real numbers. The set I of indices is of arbitrary car- 
dinality. The system (1) is said to be consistent, if there exists an f~ E 
satisfying (1). In [2] a consistency condition for the system (1) and a 
duality theorem for a linear extremum problem with the system (1) as con- 
straints are obtained in terms of the closed convex cone in E x R spanned 
by the set ((xv, ~,)),EI. We shall deal with systems of linear inequalities of 
the form 
Jk) B 4, v E 1, (1’) 
where ~xvlvtl is an indexed set of elements of E, (a,}~ ~1 is a 
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corresponding set of elements of a finite-dimensional vector lattice L and F 
stands for a continuous linear mapping of E into L. We shall obtain a con- 
sistency condition for the system (1’) and a duality theorem for a linear 
extremum problem with the system (1’) as constraints. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The topologies appearing below are always assumed to satisfy the 
Hausdorff separation axiom, and the scalars of vector spaces are always 
real. 
Let E be a locally convex topological vector space, and L be a finite- 
dimensional vector lattice with the dimension p, that is, L has a vector 
order 2 with which L is a lattice. We assume that the vector order >/ is 
anti-symmetric, that is, x = y is equivalent to x 2 y and y 3 x for any 
elements x and y in L. We always regard L as a topological vector space 
with the usual Hausdorff vector topology. The set (u E L: a Z 0) is said to 
be the positive cone of L and is denoted by K. The positive cone K is a con- 
vex cone, that is, K+ KC K and AK c K for ;1>/ 0. We can take a Hamel 
basis {el ,..., e,} of L such that K= {Cf’=, &e,:&>O) (cf. 
[I, Theorem 3.21). Hence the positive cone K is closed and has a nonempty 
interior int K. For two elements x and y of L, we write x > y when x - y 
belongs to int K. Moreover L has the least upper bound property, that is, 
any nonempty subset of L with an upper bound has a least upper bound. If 
a subset A of L has a least upper bound, then it is unique. So, we denote by 
sup A the least upper bound. Similarly, we denote by inf A the greatest 
lower bound of A. The dual basis of {e, ,..., e,} is denoted by (e; ,..., eb}, 
that is, ei is a linear functional on L such that e((ej) = 6, for i, j= l,..., p, 
where 6, is the Kronecker’s delta. We note that if a subset A of L has an 
upper bound, then we have 
sup A = f (sup e;(A)) ei, 
i=l 
and similarly we have 
inf A = i (inf e:(A)) e,. 
i=l 
We denote by L(E, L) the space of all continuous linear mappings of E 
into L. We consider systems of linear inequalities of the form 
F(x,) 2 a,, v E I, (2) 
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where Jx~},,~, is an indexed set of elements of E and {u~},,~, is a 
corresponding set of elements of L. We denote by S the set of all F in 
L(E, L) satisfying (2). The system (2) is said to be consistent if the set S is 
nonempty. An element of S is said to be a solution for the system (2). We 
denote by C the closed convex cone in Ex L spanned by the set 
uxw ~“)l”El~ and by Cx the set {u E L: (x, a) E C) for each x in E, that is, 
the section of C at x. A set D(C) = {x E E: Cx is not empty} is said to be 
the domain of C. 
3. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. The statement (i) implies (ii) and the statement (ii) implies 
(iii): 
(i) The set CO is contained in -int Ku (0); 
(ii) the system (2) is consistent; 
(iii) the set CO is contained in -K. 
ProoJ (i) implies (ii). If TX = Cx\( -int K) for each x in E, then it 
follows that for any neighborhood I’ of 0 in L, there exists a neighborhood 
U of 0 in E such that TX c V for all x in U. In fact, if the assertion is false, 
then there exists an open neighborhood V,, of 0 in L such that the closure 
of V, is compact, and for any neighborhood U of 0 in E, there exists an 
element xU in U such that TxU uk V,,. Let a, be an element of TxU\VO. 
For each aU, there exists a number AU such that 0 <A,,< 1 and A,a, 
belongs to the boundary 8V, of VO. Let y,= /l,x,, and b,= /zUa,. We 
consider nets { ~~1 and (b,} indexed by the neighborhood system of 0 in 
E. Since 8V, is compact, considering a subnet, we can assume that the net 
{b,) converges to an element b0 of 8 V,. Since bU belongs to neither V, nor 
-int K, so do b,. On the other hand, the net { uU> converges to 0. Since 
the convex cone C is closed, (0, 6,) belongs to C, that is, b, E CO. This con- 
tradicts the statement (i). Let e be an element of int K. Then e-K is a 
neighborhood of 0, and hence there exists a convex symmetric open 
neighborhood W of 0 in E such that Txc e - K for all x in W. Let 
A = Wx {e}. If we denote by P, the projection of E x L onto E, then we 
have 
0 e W= int P,(A) c int P,(A - C). 
Let (x, e) E A and (x, a) E C. If a does not belong to -int K, then a belongs 
to TX, and hence a E e - K, that is, a < e. If a belongs to -int K, then 
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obviously a <e. Therefore, from [4, Theorem 11, there exists a linear map- 
ping F of E into L such that 
F(x)-u>F(y)-e for (x,a)EC and ye W. (3) 
From the case y = 0, it follows that 
F(x)-u+e>o for (x, a) E C. 
Since C is a convex cone, we have 
F(x)-u+e/A20 for i>O. 
Since the positive cone K is closed, we have 
F(x)-a>0 for (x, a) E C. 
In particular, we have 
F(x,,) >, a,, for ve 1. 
From the case (x, a) = 0 in (3), we have 
e>Fl’(y) for YEW. 
Since W is symmetric, we have 
e>F(y)> -e for yfz W. 
Since the interval C-e, e] is bounded in the sense of the vector topology, 
we can conclude that the linear mapping F is continuous. 
(ii) implies (iii). From the statement (ii), there exists an element F of 
L(E, L) such that 
F(x,) - a, > 0 for v E I. 
If we define a linear mapping J/ of E x L into L by 
Ii/(x, a) = F(x) - a, 
then + is continuous. Since C is the closed convex cone spanned by the set 
{(xv U”)l”El and the positive cone K is closed, it follows that 
$(x, a) 2 0 for (x, u)EC. 
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If a is an element of CO, then we have 
0 d (40, a) = -a, 
that is, a belongs to -K. 
Remark 1. It is easily seen that the statements (i) and (ii) are not 
equivalent when the domension of the vector lattice L is more than one, 
but it is not known whether the statements (ii) and (iii) are equivalent in 
general. 
We proceed to study a linear extremum problem with the system (2) as 
constraints. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a finite-dimensional topological vector space and Y 
be a topological vector space and T be a continuous linear mapping of X into 
Y. If C is a subset of X such that C + ker T is closed, then the image T(C) of 
C under T is closed, where ker T denotes the kernel of T. 
Proof. Since the vector topology of X can be described by an inner 
product (., .), we can regard X as a Hilbert space. Suppose that y is an 
element of the closure of T(C), and {x,} is a sequence in C such that a 
sequence {TX,} converges to y. Let P be the orthogonal projection of X 
onto ker T and d,, = lx, - Px,,l, where 1.1 denotes the norm induced by the 
inner product (., .). If the sequence id,,} is unbounded, then we can 
assume that d, > n by considering a subsequence. If U, = (x, - Px,)/d,, 
then Iu,\ = 1, and hence we can assume that the sequence (u,, } converges 
to an element u0 of X Then 
TuO = lim Tu, = lim ( TX, - TPx,)/d,, 
n II 
= lim Tx,/d, = 0. 
n 
Since Px, + d,,u, belongs to ker T, we have 
that is, (u, - uO( 2 1, which is a contradiction. Hence the sequence (d,,} is 
bounded. If v, = x, - Px,, then we can assume that the sequence (vn > con- 
verges to an element v of X. Since C+ ker T is closed, v belongs to 
C+ ker T, and hence we can write v = v’ + v” with v’ E C and v” E ker T. 
Then we have 
TV’ = TV = lim TV, = lim TX, = y. 
n n 
Hence y belongs to T(C). 
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THEOREM 2. Let the topological vector space E he finite dimensional and 
the set CO be contained in -int Ku (0). Let y be an element of E. Then the 
set (F(y) : FE- S > is bounded below if and only if y belongs to D(C). Further- 
more, when this condition is satisfied, the equation 
inf{F(y): FeSJ =sup Cy 
holds. 
Proof: If there exists an element b of L such that (y, b)~ C, then 
F(y) > b for all F in S, since C is a closed convex cone spanned by 
{(xv, av)~vel and the positive cone K is closed. Hence {F(y) : FE S} has a 
lower bound b. Conversely let the set {F(y) : FE S} be bounded below. We 
consider, for a fixed i, a system of real-valued linear inequalities of the form 
Ax,,) 2 ei(a,), v E I. (4) 
From Theorem 1 the system (2) has a solution F, and the composite e( 0 F 
of e; and F is a solution of (4). For any solution f for (4), we define an 
element G of L(E, L) by 
Gx=f(x)e,+ 1 (e,joF)(x)e, for XE E. 
j#i 
Then G is a solution for the system (2). If b is a lower bound of the set 
{F(y): FES), then 
bdG(y)=f(yk,+ c (el~F)(y)eiT 
i#i 
and hence e:(b) <f(y). Hence e:(b) is a lower bound of the set 
U-(YH-W, h w  ere Si is the set of all solutions for the system (4). From 
[2, Theorem 31, there exists a real number j such that (y, B)E. Ci, the 
closed convex cone spanned by {(x,, ej(aV))JYE,. Let Ti be a continuous 
linear mapping of E x L into E x R defined by 
Ti(x, a) = (x, e:(a)). 
If (x, a) E ker Tin C, then x = 0, e:(a) = 0 and a E CO. From the hypothesis 
a belongs to -int Ku (0). Since e;(a) = 0, a must be 0. Hence ker Ti + C is 
closed by [ 3, (2.1)], and hence Ti( C) is closed by Lemma 1. Since 
(x,, ei(a,)) belongs to T,(C) is closed by Lemma 1. Since (x,, ei(a,)) 
belongs to Ti( C) for every v E Z, we have Cj c T,(C). Hence ( y, p) E Tj( C), 
that is, there exists an element (x, b) of C such that x = y, e:(b) = ,!?. Hence 
Cy is not empty. 
Let y be an element of D(C). Then, it is obvious that inf{F( y): FE S} > 
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sup Cy. We show the reverse ineqality. Let c> sup Cy and let h be an 
element of t such that c > h > sup CJJ. Then for i= l,..., p, we have e:(h) > 
sup el( Cy). Since el( Cy ) = rj( C) y, we have e,‘(b) > sup Tj(C)y, where 
T,(C)y is the section of the convex cone r!(C) in E x R at y. Hence 
(y, e;(b)) does not belong to r;(C), which is closed. So, there exist an f in 
E and a real number 3, such that 
f(y)+W(b)>f(x)+G for (x, cl) E Ti( C). 
From the case x = y, we have 
de:(b) > ;1,u for p E Ti( C)y. 
From the inequality we can conclude that A > 0. If g = f/n, then 
dY)+4@)‘&)+P for (x, 1) E Ti( C). 
By the continuity of g, there exists a convex symmetric open neighborhood 
Wi of 0 such that 
g(y) - g(x) <4(c) - e:(b) for all xE y+ W,. 
Hence we have if x E ( y + W,) n D(C), then p < e;(c) for any p E Ti(C)x. If 
W= n;=, W,, then W is a convex symmetric open neighborhood of 0 such 
thatifxE(y+ W)nD(C), thena<cforaECx.IfA=(y+ W)x{c}, then 
we have a,< c for any (x, c) EA and (x, a) E C. By [4, Theorem 11, there 
exists a linear mapping F of E into L such that 
F(x)-c<F(z)-a for xey+ Wand (z,a)~C. 
From the case (z, a) = 0 and x= y, we have F(y) < c. By the same 
argument in the proof of Theorem 1, we can conclude that F is a solution 
for (2). Hence we have proved that for any c with c >.sup Cy, there exists 
an F in S such that c > F( y). Hence we have inf( F( y): FE S} d sup Cy. 
Remark 2. In Theorem 2 the “sup” of sup Cy cannot be replaced by 
“max” when the dimension of L is more than one. The following simple 
example is illuminating: Let E = R, L = R* and K = ((xl, x2): x1 2 0 and 
x2 > 0). A system of linear inequalities is 
F(l)d(-LO), 
F(l)>(O, -1). 
In this case, CO = { (0, 0)} and the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied. On 
the other hand, Cl={-(R,p):II+p=l, A>O, p>O), and hence 
supc1=(o,o)&c1. 
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Remark 3. Finite dimensionality of the topological vector space E is 
assumed in Theorem 2. We do not know whether the assumption may be 
removed. But for a finite system 
F(xi) > ai, l<.in, (5) 
where xi E E and a, E L, we can remove the assumption, for the convex cone 
T,(C) appearing in the proof of Theorem 2 is a polyhedral cone and closed 
without the finite dimensionality of E. Moreover we can replace the 
assumption that the set CO is contained in - int Ku (0) by the weaker 
assumption that the finite system (5) is consistent. Hence we have the 
following corresponding theorems for the finite system (5). 
THEOREM 1’. The statement (i) implies (ii) and the statement (ii) implies 
(iii) for the finite system (5): 
(i) For any n nonnegative numbers Ai (1~ ii n), the relation 
I;=, Ajxi = 0 implies C;=, Aiai = 0 or C;=, A,a, < 0; 
(ii) the finite system (5) is consistent; 
(iii) for any n nonnegative numbers ii (1 < i<n), the relation 
CT= 1 &xi = 0 imphes C;= 1 Aiai < 0. 
THEOREM 2’. Let the finite system (5) be consistent, and let S be the set 
of all solutions for the finite system (5). Let y be an element of E. Then the 
set {F(y): FE SJ is bounded below zf and only tf y is a linear combination of 
x, ,..., x, with nonnegative coefficients. Furthermore, when this condition is 
satisfied, the equation 
inf(F(y): FES} =SUp 2 IliUi: AiaO (1 <i<n), y= f: J-ixi 
i= 1 i= 1 
holds. 
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